In this report we suggest some approaches to very intricate problem of the halo formation process. It is known that this process leads to the formation of a sufficiently compact core and a spreading cloud -halo, which surrounds the core. Our approach to this problem is based on two main objects: initial distribution functions and matrix formalism for Lie algebraic tools for time evolution of particle beam.
INTRODUCTION
It is known that usually the evaluation of space charge effects on the beam dynamics requires intensive numerical calculation. That is why there are innumerable publications, which devoted to modeling of space charge dynamics for concrete machines. The most of papers concentrate upon an numerical analysis of the influence of the beam line characteristics for matched or/and unmatched beams. Nevertheless the problem of the influence of beam distribition characteristics keep through our study. But it is impossible to obtain total presentation of, for example, halo problem without thorough investigation of different kind of conditions which affect halo formation. Most recent publications have dealt with either the KV-distribution or several simple distributions. In the paper [ I ] a very interesting approach to halo production is presented. The authors suggest new concepts for halo description which allows, in particular, to solve problems of halo control. All approaches to this problem have ultimatelly depended upon the calculation techniques that can be applied. To understand halo formation process, in this work we consider the evalution of the phase-space distribution in terms of matrix representation for Lie transformations [21. This allows us to use computer algebra methods and codes to reduce the real time needed for the numerical calculations. The external forces are assumed radial and periodical, as in solenoid channels. This force model can be also appleid to quadrupole focusing if the phase advance is not too large. The focusing force as the space-charge forces are considered upto aberrations of the third order. In this paper we use the model of long beams with an elliptical cross-section in the transverse phase-space. Some models of phase-space distrihution functions are described [3] . The Ferrer's integrals technique is used for calculation of space-charge forces in a symbolic form. Note if we neglect space-charge forces the motion equation for Lie transformation have linear operator form, but if the space-charge forces are included in our investigation the corresponding equation become nonlinear as the generating vector field depends on beam characteristics. Nonlinear nature of these equations leads to a necessity to use the successive approximations method. Obtained convergence conditions and algorithms give opportunity to estimate a current step value in advance and to create necessary software for modeling 
2.2
Using the Ferrers's integrals technique we calculate the desired space-charge forces in symbolic forms for some modelfunction of space-charge distributions. In particular, we obtain the components of the vector of self-electrical field in the form
The Self-Field of the Space Charge is a polynomial of n-th order with respect to the variables K: the functions A E , and A E , are polynomials of (Zn + 1)-th order with respect to the variables and q.
Then we can return to the coordinates x, y referenced to a beamline system.
THE MOTION EQUATION
The Motion Equationfor a Particle
3.1
For a nonhunched beam (the longitudinal self-electric field is missing) the motion equation for single particle can he written in the following matrix form
The matrices Pi;, and P:klf describe the external and space-charge fields correspondingly 141.
Transfer Map in the Presence of the SpaceCharge
It is known that the Lie algebraic tools is very valuable tools to studying beam dynamics without space-charge 
3.3
According to the matrix formalism [2] we can write
The Matrix Formalism for Lie Map 
COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS
The approach discussed above was used for some practical problems: the halo formation problems. The corresponding computer experiments was developed both in symbolic (with the help of MAPLE codes) and in numerical modes.
The symbolic investigation was carried out with main purpose to understand what parameters have the sufficient influence on halo production. For this task we studied the images of an initial beam state (in the distribution function terms) and used the concepts of virtual scrapers for investigation of what parts of the initial beam give the basic contribution to halo formation. According to this approach we transform the aperture boundaries of virtual scrapers with the help of inverse maps from some current sections to the initial point. Changing the aperture values one can select "tails" part of the initial distribution. This approach demonstrated its advantages and flexibility. As an example on the Figure. 
